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ABSTRACT
The geometric arrangements of the constituents of soil fabric can
be measured by using photogrammetric methods on micrographs from the
scanning electron microscope. However, the ooserved specimen is only
a small part of the parent material, and it is necessary to consider
not only the perspective geometry in the microscope itself, but also any
rotations of the specimens which may take place during preparation. Soil
fabric is vary variable, and the detailed information may be unrepresentative of the sample as a whole, and rapid optical diffraction methods of
a semi-quantitive nature are needed to select areas for the more detailed
photogrammetric treatment.
INTRODUCTION
Soil fabric is defined as the spatial arrangement of the constituent particles and voids within the matrix of a soil. The particles
and voids are frequently elongate or planar, and the geometric arrangement of these individual components into groups or aggregates, and the
subsequent higher level arrangements of these aggregates, affects the
stress-strain behaviour of soil as a whole. These inter-relationships
hetwePn the stress-strain hPhaviour of ~oils nnd microfnbric hnve been
studied by several workers in recent years, but hitherto most have been
of a qualitative nature using optical microscopic or transmission or
scanning electron microscopic techniques. However, only by usin~
detailed quantitative, or somet1mes semi-quantltative, methods wi I I it
be possible to gain a complete understanding of the relationships.
The quantitative methods which may be employed depend on the type
of instrument used. In electron microscopy, there are automatic methods
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using image analyses on transmission electron micrographs (e.g. Foster
and Evans (1971), Bennett et al (1978}), and an ingenious technique
for scanning electron micrograp~s devised by Sokolov et al (1979-1980).
However. all these studies ~ave been related orimarily to overall oorosity measurements, and for the orientation of the constituent features
it is normally necessary to resort to photogrammetric techniques either
directly or indirectly. This paper examines two different techniques:
a conventional photogrammetric method complements a method using
optical diffraction. A third method using the digital intensity
gradients at each point on a micrograph is described in detail in Tovey
(1980), and will not be discussed further in this paper.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to briefly discuss the reasons
for tackling the investigations by several different methods. The
soil fabric can be very variable and even within an apparently homogeneouc:; levPl. Spveral differPnt typpc:; of microfahric have heen
recognised (e.g. Sergeev et al. 1978), and these range from an open
honeycomb fabric in which the particles are in edge-face contact forming an open fabric with no preferred orientation to highly orientated
laminar m1crofabric in which the particles are closely packed in a
face to face manner. A third important type (see Fig.3) is a domain
microfabric in which the individual particles are aligned in a nearly
perfect arrangement into domains wnfch t~emselves are randomly orientated with respect to each other. Thus it is necessary to place any
conventional photogrammetric methods into perspective by resorting to
rapid approximate two dimensional methods.
SELECTION OF AREAS OF STUDY
It is also necessary to use these techniques to select representative areas of specimens to assess the size of the area required for
detailed examination, and to determine the distribution of particle
arrangements of the different types t~roughout the sample as a whole.
Further, since soil is a three phase material containing solid, liquid
and gas it is important that the full effects of any damage to the fabric
during preparation are known. All the pore water must be removed before
the sample is placed in the vacuum of the microscope of the electron
microscope specimen chamber. The best methods for sample preparation
depend on the sample, and range from air-drying for materials below the
shrinkage limit to careful freeze-drying (Tovey and Wong (1973, 1978),
Sergeev et al (1978) for partially saturated soils or swelling soils
and critical point drying methods for recently sedimented deposits
(Tovey and Wong (1978)).
Fresh undisturbed surfaces of the soil must be revealed and
although many workers have used fracturing methods, this is considered
unsatisfactory as it can generate surfaces the orientations of which are
not know with any precision. The present aut~ors prefer to select a
surface with known orientation by grinding or trimming in the desired
direction. and by removing the disturbed layPr of the soecimen hy eithPr
of the peeling techniques suggested by Barden and Sides (1971), or
Tovey (1970) and Wong and Tovey(l975). The surface so produced can be
treated in the non-photogrammetric methods as two dimensional orthoscopic
photographs if the magnificat1on is kept to about x 500 and the true
working distance (or principal object distance t~ p see Lane 1969, Tovey
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19/Jb) is kept as large as possible (tyoically 30-40mm as opposed to the
normal setting of about lOmm).
Conventional photogrammetric methods are inappropriate in trying
to assess any effects of preparation on the disturbance of the
microfabric. The reason for this is that high magnifications (I'VX 5000)
are needed to adequately resolve the particles, and the resulting area
covered is so small that it is necessary to examine many areas on each
of a large number of specimens and compare these with the results from
other preparation techniques.
The differences in fabric may often be small and it is only by
studying a large number of areas by the quantitative approximate
methods can this information be gained. Such a method is the optical
diffraction technique described later in this paper. Thereafter,
selected representative areas can be measured by more conventional means.
Apart from the methods of preparation, the techniques described in this
paper are equally applicable to transmission electron microscope studies.
THE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC METHOD
In the scanning electron microscope a condition of central
projection exists but unlike aerial photogrammetry, the semi-field
angle is small and varies with magnification from about zgo at x 20 to
17' at x 1000 and 1.7' at x 10,000. (all values assume a constant
object distance of lOmm). The effective perspective centre is situated
at the fihal crossover of the scan. Some specimen stages have up to
thrt=>P C:POilr"!tP c:t."!tin>'1c tl-)p ilC:C:rJri"!tp,-1 rntntin,.., rnntrirt=><; 0f whirh,muc:t

be sp~cified in the correct sequence in the normal photogrammetric way.
In addition to these mechanical rotations, there may be two electronic
rotations one of which can be selected at will, the other arises as a
d1rect consequence of tne rotat1or1 ut tne :,c.ctr1 r~a:,tt'r wnll.f, uL.L.Ut':c, d:o.
the current in the final lens is altered to focus the electron beam
on the specimen. These last two rotations are about the effective
optic axis of the system. The relationships involved in electron
microscopes in the symmetric parallel projection case have been given
by Helmcke (1954). while Lane (1969) consid•?red the symmetric central
projection system. Tovey examined the more general situation in both
the parallel (1973) and the central projection (1973b) system. Ghosh
in a series of papers (e.g. 1971, 1975) has used a similar approach.
The object axes are a right handed set and located at a suitable
point on the specimen surface. The Z direction is defined as being
orthogonal to the mean specimen surface, while the X and Y axes lie
in a plane parallel to the mean specimen surface. In the fully general
case, the mean specimen surface though representing a known orientation
with respect to the parent sample may not be parallel to the plane of
the specimen stub. In such a case photosrammetric equations will have
up to two additional rotation matrices tL] and (N] . If the image
coordinates x,y, z have an origin at the perspective centre.
then
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where x., y., are the image coordinates of the jth point
J

J

X., Y.,Z. are the object coordinates of the jth point
J

J

J

M is the normal rotation matrfx which may consist of up to
three separate rotations.
is the net effect of scan raster rotation and equals the
z algebraic sum of the two electronic rotation
S is the scale factor
U0 , V0 and W0 are the distances in the microscope coordinates
between the object principal point and the origin of the
object axes
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If the scale factor S0 is defined as that at the principal point and
if x0 and y0 refer to the image coordinates of the object then :-
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where the ( and (") notations refer to distances on the first and
second micrographs respectively, and the components of
B are given
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where k

=
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In some cases, it is possible to arrange so that the or1g1n of the
object axes is taken to coincide with the principal point. In such a
case:xj
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which, it should be noted, does not require a knowledge of the
magnification of the second micrograph.
The extent of the parallel projection approximation can be judged
from the effects on the coefficients of the matrix B. For the parallel
projection case,
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Fig. 1 illustrates the magnitudes of the errors which occur when this
approximation is used. They represent the worst situation near one of
the corners of the micrograph.
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Fig. 1 Errors arising from use of parallel projection approximation
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In soil fabric analysis it is often necessary to relate orientation
directions to those in the field, or testing apparatus and this is
achieved bY defining an additional right handed set of axes Q, R, and S.
These are labelled the original axes and can be set parallel to
principal stress directions cr 1 , cr 2 , cr 3 , or the terrestial coordinates
such as Easting, Northing, and Hetghting. Up to three further matrices
may be needed to specify the relationships between Q, Rand S, and
X,Y and Z. If the overall resultant matrix is [T] then
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In many instances, the matrix [T] will be of simple form e.g. for
examples from a oedometer test, a vertical surface would be represented
by [T] being a unit matrix, while for a horizontal surface,
0
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Note for orientation analyses it is unnessary to specify any translation in Q, R, S space between the o5ject and original origins.
A minimum of three points on each particle are needed to enable
its spatial orientation to be determined. These can be used to
define a plane in Q,R, S space:S

= aQ

+ bS

(8)

The spatial orientation can then be specified by two angles:n is
equivalent to 'dip' and X is equivalent to 'strike' in the geological
sense. The orientation of up to 500 particles on a pair of micrographs
has been measured (e.g. Tovey 1970, 1971, Tovey 1978). In this
analysis each particle is represented by its normal vector, and the
concPntrations of thesp in 3-0 space can hP orojPctPd onto a Schmirlt
equal arP.a net to give a role diagram. Alternatively the data can
be used in a least squares analysis to obtain a solid of anisotropy
which in most cases approximates to an ellipsoid, the direction of
the major axis of which can be related to the direction of the Q-axis.
In addition, an index ~f anisotropy (IA) can be obtained from the
ratios of the lengths of the principal axes. In many analyses, the
ellipsoids have two axes of almost identical magnitude. In this case
IA will be the ratio of the major axis the mean of the other two.
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Tovey (1970) gave examples of two such analyses finding that IA was
4.29 and 1.61 in a consolidated and unconsolidated sample respectively.
In the above discussion no mention has been made of distortions
inherent in the instrument. Tovey (1973) illustrated the extent of the
distortions while Murray and Windle (1973), Ghosh (1975) and Ghosh and
Nagaraja (1976) developed methods for calibration using sets of
polynomial equations.
THE OPTICAL DIFFRACTION METHOD
In a typical optical diffractometer (Fig.2), a transparency of
the micrograph is illuminated oy a parallel coherent source of light.
A lens placed behind the transparency enables the optical (fourier)
transform of the object to be recorded in its back focal plane. In
some instances it is desirable to use an additional lens to magnify
Diffraction
plane

Magnifying Lens

(/

Laser

lJefining
Aperture
Call i'llatin
Lens

Micrograph
Diffraction
Lens

Recording Plane

fig. 2 Optical Diffractometer

the pattern, however, this can increase the allignment oroblems of the
instrument. Periodicities or orientation patterns in the micrograph
will be clearly evident in the diffraction pattern. For a series of
regularly spaced particles of similar shape, there will be a sAries of
diffraction spots. the spacing (r) of which will be related tn the mean
distance (D) between features on the specimen.
r

=

m Af

2SD
where A is the wavelength of the light used, f is the focal lenqth of the
diffracting lens.
S is the scale of the transparency
and M is the enlargement provided by the auxiliary lens
Thuc:; r
---: n.lmiC.D fnr the inc:;triJment IJ<;Prl bv the nrec:;Pnt niJthnrc:;.
Tt ic:
important that the value of S be carefully selected. A typical scanning
electron micrograph has 1000 line resolution, or 0.025 mm on a
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25mm x 25mm transparency. Thus S must be greater than Xl25 if the
thickness of a typical clay oarticle (~ 0.2wm) is to be resolved. If
the transparency contains a series of edge on particles of this size equispaced by 0. 2wm, the first order reflection wou l d apoear at 4mm (if m = 1:
from the centre and could thus be clearly distinauished from the undiffracted beam. On the other hand, if the oarticles are face-on, their
associated size ( ~ lum) would yield a pattern with the first order peak
at O.Bum (m = 1) and would probably be lost in area of the photographic
emulsion which becomes over exposed as a result of the undiffracted beam.
Increasing the value of m, or decreasing the value of Swill overcome
this problem . For studies of this kind it has been convenient to adopt
a standard magnification of about X500 (xl25 on the transoarency) and
set m in the range 2-4 . For each setting of m, the instrument must be
carefully calibrated, and this is achieved by obtaininq the diffraction
pattern of a 3mm diameter grid which has lines space~ at 0. 125 mm
i nte rva l s.
For soil fabrics '"'hich have a hi(lh degree of regularity, the
diffraction maxima appear as a series of discrete regularly soacRd spots,
from which it is oossible to estimate the mean soacina of features more
reliably, and more rapidly than can be done by conveniional techniques.
\hlith fabrics of 1ess regu l arity, the patterns become diffuse with the
individual soots merging with one another. Since the spacings of the
spots have an inverse relationship with the features in the micrograph,
the patterns in general will be elliptical in shape, the major axis of
which will lie perpendicular to the mean alignment direction of features
.;n the microgrnnh .
Further the shnpe of this pnttern rnn hP used ns iln
index of anistropy . Some typical examples of soils from the Soviet
Union are shown in Fins. 3 and 4.
Fi g. 3a is a typical domain micro fabric in kaolin showing
randomly orientated domains of particles. ~ sPlection of thp diffrnrtion
oatterns from certain small areas of Fig.3 are illustrated in Fios . 3b3e toqether with a pattern from a large area of the micrograph. The
first pattern clearly shows that the overall effect of the fabric as a
whole is nearly isotronic . Compared to this the selected area oatterns
are distinctly anisotropic . ~~uch information can be obtained by a
detailed examination of these patterns . For instance, the spacing between
maxima in Fig. 3e. correspond to mean spacings of 0.36um, O.lBum, O. llum
and 0. 08um in the original specimen. Some of the reflections aopear as
arcs of a circle and this indicates that though the assoc1ated features
are equi - spaced, their orientation varies. The maqnitude of this change
in orientation can be iudaed from the lenqth of the arc. Since the
diffraction oatterns c~n be recorded rapidly it is oossible to study the
effects on anistropy of increasinq the area under observation . Thus the
shape of the patter~ becomes more ·circular as the size increases
although even in Fia . 3b the distribution is still slightly elongate .
Diffraction patterns of large areas (e.g. Fiq. 5a) of a lower
maanification micrograph of the same soil (Fia . 4a) are similar even
thouah those from small areas show some variability . The shape of the
patt~rns such as Fig. Sa vary only slightly as the area under observation is chanaed, and this size of area is thus the smallest in which the
fabric is representative of the whole sample . This particular sample
has a similar oattern when an orthogonal surface is observed (e.g . Figs.
4b and 5b). This contrast strongly with the fabric of clay slate shown
in Fias . 4c and d where a hiqhly anistrooic fabric is seen in the
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a
Fig.3 (a) domain microfabric: picture width = 17um ; (b) optical
diffraction pattern of whole of (a) ; (c)-(e) selected area patterns.

Fig.4. (a) & (b) domain microfabric ; (c) & (d) clay slate : (a) & (c)
perpendicular, (b) & (d) parallel to bedding plane: picture widths l80um .

Fig.5

diffraction patterns of micrographs in Fig.4.
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vertical section, but a nearly isotropic fabric is evident in t~e ?rthogonal section. The shapes of the diffraction patterns clearly 1nd1cate
the extent of the anistropy.
CONCLUSIONS
Conventional photogrammetric techniques can be used to assess the
detailed spatial orientation of soil particles. However, sue~ a
detailed study is of no value if the area sel:cte~ for.study.ls
unrepresentative of the whole samole. To ass1st 1n t~1s opt1cal
diffraction methods can he used to select reoresentat1ve areas, to check
against micro fabric distortion during preparation, and used to assess
mean spacings between particles.
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